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The Helix Nebula

Saturday Morning at Stellafane began the
same as Friday evening had ended, warm,
humid and cloud covered. No gentle zephyr
had arisen during the night to drive off the
moisture and bring in a sky clearing high
pressure zone. In spite of this everyone
seemed to be in a good mood. After a wake- up
cup of coffee and breakfast, we sat around for a few minutes
discussing what was going to be happening during the day. Steve then
headed up the hill to the Phoenix, Natalie took off with her young
friends, while Greg, Gerry, and I sat down with a second cup of coffee
to watch the rest of the campsite wake up.
By mid- morning the sun had burned off enough cloud cover, that a few
people were attempting to look for sunspots with their telescopes.
Close by our campsite, a burly, blond haired young man began setting
up a beautiful 6" brass refractor. Immediately, we began to walk over
to have a look at that gorgeous telescope. Talking to the owner we
found out that he was J ohn Briggs, an editorial assistant for Sky &
Telescope magazine and that his instrument was a Clark refractor. J ohn
told us that he had restored the wooden, alt- azimuth tripod mount of
that telescope himself and only had to repolish the tube to bring it
back to almost original condition.
I queried Greg about the significance of a Clark because I' d never
heard of one before. He told me that Alvan Clark was a famous
telescope maker around the turn of the century. Also, that Clark had
ground and polished the 40" Yerkes refractor obj ective lens. By the
way, stamped on the tube of J ohn' s telescope was the date 1897.
Close to J ohn Briggs' two person tent was a small Boler- type house
trailer, called Piñata ( pronounced peenyata) , belonging to Walter
Scott " Scotty" Houston. Greg tried to ask him for his autograph but
ended up sitting under a canopy talking to him. Seeing this, Gerry and
I wandered over to meet one of the most famous amateur astronomers in

North America. Scotty told us tales of observing trips to Texas,
Mexico and Arizona. When asked to write a note to our club, he
readily acceded.
I remember feeling like a small boy, listening to a story teller
around a camprire. For a moment my whole world seemed to be trapped
with the sound of Scotty' s voice when my reverie was broken into
reality. Mr. Huston' s wife reminded him, when he was holding " court" ,
he was needed elsewhere. He then excused himself saying he would love
to see the Sudbury impact site from the air and see our astronomical
facilities. He also cautioned that as he was getting up in years, he
couldn' t promise anything definitine.
It was now getting close to noon and the sky was clearing rapidly.
We trudged up the hill to see Steve and tell him whom we' d been
speaking to. After relating our " adventures" to him, Steve told us to
go and have a look at the sun through Al Nagler' s homemade 8" folded
refractor.
I lined up behind a dozen other people to look at a yellow filtered
sun. The sunspots were almost brown in colour because of the filter
Nagler was using. Later in the day we looked at a white filtered sun
through a Celestron 14" . Although all of us agreed, we preferred the
contrast and colour of the filter used by Al Nagler, to tell the
truth I wouldn' t have minded owning either telescope.
While looking through the C14, an older gentleman asked us if one of
us worked at INCO. I told him that I did and asked how he knew. He
told us he also works for an INCO subsidiary in Pennsylvania and
figured, after reading our camping nametags, if all three of us were
from Sudbury, one of us had to work for the nickel giant.
The sun was now well past the meridian, it was oppressively hot and
humid, and our thirst was beginning to assert itself. These factors
combined, convinced us to indulge in the Mackenzie brothers' favorite
pastime.
We had j ust snapped up our caps when Greg j umped up and introduced
himself to a young man by the name of Mike Simmons. Mike has the
distinction of being at Stellafane 20 years in a row and he' s only 32
years old. He has also designed a new type of astro camera based on
the Maksutov. Mike' s design incorporates the basic elements of the
Maksutov but brings the film plane outside of the camera tube instead
of inside. A Simak ( Simmons Maksutov) astro camera seems to be Greg' s
next big proj ect because after talking to Mike for over an hour that

day, he has been looking for components ever since.
The conversation was well over my head so I decided to head back to
the competition field and give Steve a well deserved break. By the
time I got there, j udging had already began. I listened intently as
Steve explained how his sidereal clock drive worked to one of the
j udges. When he finished, I assured him that I could explain his
drive reasonably well but not wander too far away in case I got into
trouble.
Standing by the scope, I nervously watched one of the j udges
approach. Letting him examine the drive first, I cleared my throat,
took a deep breath and was about to try and explain the drive when
Dennis DiCicco came over and began describing it. Wildly looking
around, I spotted Steve and frantically waved him over to the
Phoenix. When Steve reached the scope he immediately realized what
was happening and let Dennis continue his description, adding a few
comments of his own here and there. When they had left, Steve told
me, with a little pride, that Dennis had done an excellent
description after hearing his talk on the drive for the first time
the night before.
The afternoon wore on with clear, sunny skies. As the sun sank into
the west, expectations for a good observing night rose.
When j udging had ended I again attempted to give Steve a break
because he had been standing out in that hot sun for most of the day.
His voice was starting to give out after explaining the drive for the
umpteenth time so I told him to go and wet his whistle and to relax
for awhile.
During the time Steve was gone hardly anyone asked for an
explanation. The lull in the activities gave me a chance to have a
good look around the competition field. J ust to the right of where I
was sitting was Richard Berry ( editor of Astronomy and Telescope
Making magazines) , with his 6" wooden refractor on a modified
Dobsonian mount. To the right of the Porter Turret telescope was a
12" Cassegrain, designed by Russell Porter, used to test the seeing
at potential sites for the 200" telescope.
There was history as well as celebrities here at Stellafane.
Almost directly in front of the Phoenix was a beautiful, brass model
of the sun, earth, and moon, called a tellurium- lunarium. Steve
introduced me to the man who spent close to 2000 hours building it.
Réal Manseau, from Drummondville Quebec, has won several first prizes

at Stellafane for his historical reproductions of models that show the
relative motion of the sun and planets.
So many things happened on that Saturday, it' s impossible for me to
remember all the fascinating people I seen or met.
At sundown everyone gathered on the grassy slop in front of the
clubhouse for the twilight talks. Steve was kind of anxious for the
talks to start because they were going to announce the winners of the
competitions. Natalie came over to where the rest of us were sitting,
informing us that her father had won a first prize ribbon. The grin on
Steve' s face was from ear to ear and didn' t fade until he wenmt to
sleep early the next morning. The rest of us were sharing in his pride
because we had helped bring the Phoenix II to Stellafane.
The talks began with the presentation of the competition winners and
the winners of a raffle draw for some small telescopes. The purpose of
the raffle was to help defray the cost of clearing land south of the
clubhouse for a new campground. Apparently the Springfield Telescope
Makers are in danger of losing the existing grounds to a Christmas tree
farming operation. That would be a real shame after having the
convention in the same spot for the last 50 years.
After a few donations to the clearing fund, Scotty Huston gave his
humourous, but impassioned , speech on the history and tradition of
Stellafane and the Springfield Telescope Makers. His talk made you
realize, or at least start to realiize, what that small chunk of land
at the top of Breezy Hill means to amateur astronomy.
With the sun now well below the horizon, Greg and I headed back towards
the camp to pick up our 9mm Nagler eyepiece. Gerry had taken off long
ago to look through some telescopes and Steve was setting up the
Phoenix for a long night.
By the time Greg and I got back in the line- up to Al Nagler' s telescope
it was around a half hour later. Al spotted us and asked the people in
line to be patient for a few minutes while he checked out our lens. No
one argued but one fellow pushed me out of the way before I could even
have a look through my own eyepiece.
The lens worked quite well on Al' s telescope and even better on a
trailer mounted 16" f/ 4. 2. As a matter of fact, every telescope we
went to was willing to try our eyepiece.
Later in the evening we met up with Gerry again. He told us he was
amazed at the trust everyone had. One fellow with a 6" refractor told
Gerry to use the scope as long as he wanted. The owner was going to bed

for the night and j ust wanted Gerry to put the caps on before he left.
Around 3 a. am Sunday morning the clouds began rolling in again but
everyone was satisfied with the night' s observing. Tired, but pleased, the
campsite settled down for a last sleep before the great trek home.
I know the title of this article is " Reflections of Stellafane" but before
I reflect, I would like to relate to you one more thing that Scotty Huston
mentioned in his twilight talk.
Fred Lossing of the Ottawa R. A. S. C Centre has been a regular visitor of
Stellafane for several years previous to this one. Unfortunately, the year
before, Mr Lossing had suffered a heart attack and would not make it this
year. His reason, Scotty said, for not attending, was the greatest
compliment ever paid to Stellafane. The following is the quote of Fred
Lossing as told by Scotty Huston as close as I can remember, " The
travelling I could take, the walking up and down Breezy Hill I could take,
but I don' t think I could take the incredible blazing excitement of
Stellafane. "
This " excitement" , which was very evident in Steve and Greg, did not hit
Gerry or myself for a couple of weeks after we arrived home. So much
happened in such a short space of 48 hours, it took that long to fully
digest what we had seen and learned.
Stellafane is not a party, even though a party atmosphere exists. It is
truly a convention of amateur astronomers dedicated to advancing the
amateur aspects of this oldest of the physical sciences. The accessibility
of people like Scotty Huston, Richard Berry, or Al Nagler, to me, was
amazing. Any question asked was answered or you were pointed to a person
who could answer. Any introduction was pleasantly acknowledged . The
people of Stellafane, are what makes the convention exciting and truly a
shrine to the stars. Where else could you meet telescope makers as far
south as Florida and Arizona and as far north as Sudbury.
Footnote: On the way back from Stellafane we stopped in Ottawa for the
night. The next morning, thanks to Steve, we got to meet Fred Lossing.
Unfortunately, we only got to talk to him for three- quarters of an hour.
The man is so down to earth and easy to talk to, I wish you could all meet
him.

- Fred Boyer
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